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Abstra t
This paper presents a formal analysis of popular text lassi ation methods, fo using on
their loss fun tions whose minimization is essential to the optimization of those methods,
and whose de omposition into the trainingset loss and the model omplexity enables
ross-method omparisons on a ommon basis from an optimization point of view. Those
methods in lude Support Ve tor Ma hines,
Linear Regression, Logisti Regression, Neural Network, Naive Bayes, K-Nearest Neighbor, Ro hio-style and Multi- lass Prototype
lassi ers. Theoreti al analysis (in luding
our new derivations) is provided for ea h
method, along with evaluation results for all
the methods on the Reuters-21578 ben hmark orpus. Using linear regression, neural
networks and logisti regression methods as
examples, we show that properly tuning the
balan e between the training-set loss and the
omplexity penalty would have a signi ant
impa t to the performan e of a lassi er. In
linear regression, in parti ular, the tuning of
the omplexity penalty yielded a result (measured using ma ro-averaged F1) that outperformed all text ategorization methods ever
evaluated on that ben hmark orpus, in luding Support Ve tor Ma hines.

1. Introdu tion
Text ategorization is an a tive resear h area in mahine learning and information retrieval. A large number of statisti al lassi ation methods have been applied to this problem, in luding linear regression, logisti regression (LR), neural networks (NNet), Naive
Bayes (NB), k-nearest neighbor (kNN), Ro hio-style,
Support Ve tor Ma hine (SVM) and other approa hes
(Yang & Liu, 1999; Yang, 1999; Joa hims, 1998; M Callum & Nigam; Zhang & Oles, 2001; Lewis et al.,
2003). As more methods are published, we need to
have a sound theoreti al framework for ross-method
omparison. Re ent work in ma hine learning fo using on the regularization of lassi ation methods and
on the analysis of their loss fun tions is a step in this
dire tion.

Vapnik (Vapnik, 1995) de ned the obje tive fun tion
in SVM as minimizing the expe ted risk on test examples, and de omposed that risk into two omponents:
the empiri al risk that re e ts the training-set errors
of the lassi er, and the inverse of margin width that
re e ts how far the positive and negative training examples of a ategory are separated by the de ision surfa e. Thus, both the minimization of training-set errors and the maximization of the margin width are the
riteria used in the optimization of SVM. Balan ing
between the two riteria has been referred as the regularization of a lassi er; the degree of regularization is
often ontrolled by a parameter in that method (se tion 2). SVM have been extremely su essful in text
ategorization, often resulting in the best performan e
in ben hmark evaluations (Joa hims, 1998; Yang &
Liu, 1999; Lewis et al., 2003).
Hastie et al. (Hastie et al. 2001) presented a more general framework for estimating the potential of a model
in making lassi ation errors, and used a slightly different terminology: loss or generalization error orresponding to the expe ted risk, training-set loss orresponding to the empiri al risk, and model omplexity
orresponding to the margin-related risk in SVM. Using this framework they ompared alternative ways to
penalize the model omplexity, in luding the Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC), the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), and the Minimum Des ription
Length (MDL) riterion. More interestingly, they
ompared the di eren es in the training-set loss fun tions for SVM, LLSF, LR and AdaBoost, in a way su h
that the sensitivity of those methods with respe t to
lassi ation errors on training examples an be easily
ompared (se tion 2).
It would be valuable to analyze a broader range of lassi ation methods in a similar fashion as presented by
Hestie et al., so that the omparison among methods
an be made expli itly in terms of their indu tive biases with respe t to training examples, or in terms of
their penalty fun tions for model omplexity. For this
we need a formal analysis on the optimization riterion
of ea h method, in the form of a loss fun tion that
de omposes into the training-set error term and the
model omplexity term. Su h a formal analysis, however, often is not available in the literature for popular
text ategorization methods, su h as Nave Bayes, kNN
and Ro hio-style lassi ers.

The primary ontribution we o er here is a lossfun tion based study for eight lassi ers popular in
text ategorization, in luding SVM, linear regression,
logisti regression, neural networks, Ro hio-style,
Prototypes, kNN and Nave Bayes. We provide our
own derivations for the loss fun tion de omposition
in Ro hio-style, NB, kNN and multi- lass prototypes
(Prototypes), whi h have not been reported before.
We also show the importan e of properly tuning the
amount of regularization by using ontrolled examinations of LLSF, LR and NNet with and without regularization. Finally, we ompare the performan e of
the eight lassi ers with properly tuned regularization (though validation) using a ben hmark orpus
(Reuters-21578) in text ategorization.
The organization of the remaining parts of this paper is as follows: Se tion 2 outlines the lassi ers and
provides a formal analysis on their loss fun tions. Se tion 3 des ribes the experiment settings and results.
Se tion 4 summarizes and o ers the on luding remarks.

2. Loss fun tions of the lassi ers
In order to ompare di erent lassi ers on a ommon
basis, we need to present their loss fun tions in the
uni ed form: L = g1 (yi f (~xi ; ~ )) + g2 ( ~ ). We all
the rst term g1 (yi f (~xi ; ~ )) the training-set loss and
the se ond term g2 ( ~ ) the omplexity penalty or the
regularizer. The following notation will be used in the
rest of this paper:








The 2-norm of ~ is represented as k ~ k and the
1-norm of ~ is represented as k ~ k1

Note that we purposely hose to de ne ~xi as a horizontal ve tor and ~ as a verti al ve tor, so that
P we an
onveniently write ~xi ~ for the dot produ t pk=1 xk k
(and vi e versa), whi h will be frequently seen in our
derivations.

2.1. SVM
SVM has been extremely su essful in text ategorization. Multiple versions of SVM exist; in this paper we
only use linear SVM for our analysis, partly for larity
and simpli ity of our analysis, and partly be ause linear SVM performed as well as other versions of SVM in
text ategorization evaluations(Joa hims, 1998). SVM
emphasizes the generalization apability of the lassier (Hastie et al. 2001), whose loss fun tion (for lass
) has the form of
L =

n
X
i=1

yi ~xi ~ )+ + k ~ k2

(1

(1)

in whi h the training-set loss on a single training example is de ned to be



1 yi ~xi ~ when yi ~xi ~  1
0 otherwise

The training data onsists of N pairs of
(~x1 ; y1 ); (~x2 ; y2 ); : : : ; (~xN ; yN )

l = (1

Ve tor ~xi = (xi1 ; : : : ; xip ) represents the values of
the p input variables in the ith training example.

The rst term in the right hand side of formula 1 is the
umulative training-set loss and the se ond term is the
omplexity penalty and both are fun tions of ve tor
~ . The optimization in SVM is to nd ~ that minimizes the sum of the two terms in formula 1. In other
words, the optimization in SVM is not only driven by
the training-set loss, but also driven by the 2-norm
of ve tor ~ , whi h is determined by the squared sum
of the oeÆ ients in ~ and re e ts the sensitivity of
the mapping fun tion with respe t to the input variables. The value of  ontrols the trade-o between
the two terms, that is, it is the weight (algorithmi ally
determined in the training phase of SVM) of the se ond term relative to the rst term. Formula 1 an be
transformed into dual form and solved using quadrati
programming.
This kind of analysis on the loss fun tion in SVM is
not new, of ourse. In fa t, it is a part of the SVM
theory, and has been presented by other resear hers
(Vapnik, 1995; Hastie et al. 2001). Our point here
is to start with a good framework and arry out the
formal analysis for the other lassi ers hosen for this
study in a onsistent fashion; some of those lassi ers
have not been formally analyzed in this manner.

S alar yi 2 f 1; 1g (unless otherwise spe i ed)
is the lass label: \1" for positive examples and
\-1" for negative examples of the ategory in
onsideration1 .
Ve tor ~ = ( 1 ; : : : ; p )T onsists of the parameters in a linear lassi er, whi h are estimated using the training data.



S alar f (~xi ; ~ ) is the lassi er's output given input ~xi , and the quantity yi f (~xi ; ~ ) shows how
mu h the system's output agrees with the truth
label: if yi and f (~xi ; ~ ) agree ompletely, then this
quantity is a large positive number; if f (~xi ; ~ ) is
a negative number with a large absolute value, it
indi ates a poor predi tion by the lassi er.



A linear mapping f (~xi ; ~ ) = ~xi ~ is a spe ial ase
of the mapping from the input to the output,

1

whi h will be the fo us in our analysis. A ordingly, g 1(yi ~xi ~ ) is the form we use to present the
training-set losses for di erent lassi ers.

For simpli ity we only use 2-way lassi ation for our
analysis in this paper; however, our methods and on lusions an be generalized to m-way lassi ation problems.

yi ~xi ~ )+ =

2.2. Linear Least Squares Fit (LLSF)
Linear regression, also alled Linear Least Squares Fit
(LLSF) in the literature, has performed ompetitively
to SVM and other high performing lassi ers (in luding kNN and logisti regression) in text ategorization
evaluations (Yang, 1999). LLSF is similar to linear
SVM in the sense that both learn a linear mapping
f^(~x; ~ ) = ~x ~ based on the training data. Its optimization riterion in estimating ~ , however, is stri tly the
minimization of the training-set error in terms of the
sum of squaredP
residuals. The loss fun tion is de ned
to be: Lllsf = ni=1 (yi ~xi ~ )2 : Expanding the right
hand side and rearranging, we obtain the equivalent
formula in the desired form of g 1(yi ~xi ~ ):
Lllsf

=
=
=

n
X
i=1

n
X
i=1

n
X
i=1

yi2 + (~xi ~ )2

1 + (yi ~xi ~ )2

(1

2yi ~xi ~
2yi ~xi ~

yi ~xi ~ )2

Adding the regularizer k k2 to the training-set loss,
we obtain the loss fun tions of the regularized LLSF
(whi h is also alled Ridge Regression):
L =

n
X
i=1

(1

yi ~xi ~ )2 + k ~ k2 :

(2)

2.3. Ro hio-style

where b is a parameter in the Ro hio-style method,
whose value is the weight of the negative entroid relative to the positive entroid, and an be empiri ally
determined using a held-out subset of training data.
Now we show that the regularized loss fun tion in the
Ro hio-style lassi er is

X

L =

yi =1

yi ~xi ~

N
bN X
y ~x ~ + k ~ k2
N y= 1 i i
2
i

(4)

In order to minimize the loss fun tion, we need to take
the rst order derivative of formula 4 with respe t to
~ and set it to zero,
dL
=
d~

X

yi =1

yi ~xi

bN X
y ~x + N ~ = 0
N y= 1 i i
i

It is easy to see that ~ in formula 3 is just the solution. In other words, formula 4 is the loss fun tion that
the Ro hio-style lassi er is trying to minimize. Presenting its loss fun tion in this fashion enables us to
ompare the Ro hio-style approa h with other lassiation methods on the same basis, i.e., loss-fun tion
based analysis.
Observing formula 4 is interesting. The loss fun tion
onsists of three parts, instead of two as in the other
lassi ers we analyzed so far. The rst part is the
training-set loss on positive examples; The se ond part
is the training-set loss on negative examples; the third
part is the omplexity penalizer k k2 .
The training-set loss on a single training example depends on whether it is a positive or negative example.
That is,

(

Ro hio-style lassi ers are widely used in text ategorization for their simpli ity and relatively good performan e(Lewis et al., 2003). They onstru t a prototype ve tor for ea h ategory using both the entroid
of positive training examples and the entroid of negative training examples. When lassifying a new do ument, the Ro hio-style lassi er omputes either the
dot produ t or osine value between the new do ument
(a ve tor) and the prototype ve tor of the ategory,
and then thresholds on this value for a lassi ation
de ision (yes or no) with respe t to that ategory. For
simpli ity of the analysis, we restri t our dis ussion to
dot produ t, whi h is equivalent to using osine similarity after both input do ument and the lass prototype ve tors are normalized. Using this assumption,
Ro hio-style is a linear lassi er with the s oring fun tion f^(~x; ~ ) = ~x where ~ is the prototype ve tor. Let
~u be the entroid of the positive training examples of
lass , and ~v be the entroid of the negative training
examples then the prototype is de ned to be:
X
b X
~ T = ~u b~v = 1
~x
~xi
N ~x 2
N ~x 2= i

Multi- lass Prototype lassi er, or just "Prototype" as
an abbreviation, is even simpler than Ro hio-style. It
is the same as Ro hio-style ex ept that only positive
examples are used to onstru t the prototype of ea h
ategory. That is, the method is de ned by setting the
parameter b to zero in the formula 3 and 4. A ordingly, the regularization loss in the Prototype method
is:
X ~ N ~2
(5)
L =
yi ~xi + k k
2
yi =1

(3)

In luding Prototype in this study enables us to ompare the di eren es of using positive training examples

1
=
N

i

j

i

b X
y ~x
yi ~xi +
N y= 1 i i
yi =1
i

X

li =

yi ~xi ~ when yi = 1
bN y ~
~ when yi = 1
N i xi

2.4. Multi- lass Prototype Classi er

and the training-set loss on a single training example
is:

yi ~xi ~ when yi = 1
li =
0 otherwise

only (in Prototype) as opposed to using both positive
and negative examples (in Ro hio-style). It also allows us to ompare the di eren es of using a xed entroid (in Prototype) versus using a varied entroid for
ea h text example in kNN, whi h we des ribe next.

2.5. kNN
kNN has been popular in text ategorization, both
for its simpli ity and for the good performan e in
ben hmark evaluations(Yang & Liu, 1999; Lewis et al.,
2003). kNN is very similar to Prototype ex ept that
only the training examples inside of the neighborhood
lo al to ea h test example have a non-zero loss. The
nearness of ea h neighbor in kNN is often measured
using the osine similarity between the test example
and the training example, whi h is equivalent to using
dot produ t after both ve tors are normalized. For
simpli ity of analysis, we restri t our dis ussion under
the assumption of using normalized ve tors. Under
this assumption, kNN has a lo ally linear lassi ation fun tion with the ve tor of oeÆ ients
X
~xT =
~xi
(6)
~xi 2 ^~xi 2Rk (~x)

where Rk (~x) is the k training examples nearest to test
example ~x, and ~x is the lo al entroid of the positive
examples in ategory . The lassi ation de ision on
test example ~x is obtained by thresholding on the dot
produ t ~x  ~x . Now we need to formally analyze exa tly what kNN is optimizing. De ning a loss fun tion
in the following form
X
1
yi ~xi ~x + k ~x k2
L =
(7)
2
y =1^~x 2R (~x)
i

i

k

and setting the rst order derivative of the right hand
side to zero yields the oeÆ ient ve tor in formula 6.
This is to say that the optimization riterion in kNN
is the minimization of loss fun tion L in formula 7
whi h has both the training-set error omponent (the
rst term) and the omplexity penalization omponent
(the se ond term). A ordingly, the training-set loss
on a single training example is:
li =



yi ~xi ~x when yi = 1 ^ ~xi 2 kNN (~x)
0 Otherwise

Analyzing kNN's optimization riterion in the form
of the loss fun tion presented above has not been reported before, to our knowledge. Note that we use ~x
instead of ~ to emphasize the lo al nature of the lassi ation in kNN. The loss fun tion depends on ea h
test example, whi h strongly di erentiates kNN from
the other lassi ers.

2.6. Logisti Regression (LR)
Logisti regression methods have also shown good performan e ( ompetitive to SVM, LLSF and kNN) in

the evaluations on ben hmark olle tions(Yang, 1999;
Zhang & Oles, 2001). It estimates the onditional
probability of y given ~x in the form of
P (y j~x) =  (y~x ~ ) =

def

1
1 + exp( y~x ~ )

and learns
Qn the regression oeÆ ients ~ in order to maximize i=1 P (yi j~xi ). This is equivalent to minimizing
the training-set loss de ned in the logarithmi form:
n
X

L =

i=1

log

n
X
1
log(1 + exp( yi ~xi ~ ))
=
 (yi ~xi ~ ) i=1

The regularized version of LR (Zhang & Oles, 2001)
has the loss fun tion in the form of
L =

n
X
i=1

log(1 + exp( yi ~xi ~ )) + k ~ k2

(8)

2.7. Neural Networks (NNet)
Neural networks have also shown ompetitive performan e in text ategorization evaluations(Yang & Liu,
1999; Yang, 1999). We restri t our analysis to a twolevel (no hidden layers) neural network in this paper.
NNets without hidden layers are very similar to LR in
the sense that they estimate P (y = 1j ~ ; ~x) in the form
of
P (y = 1j ~ ; ~x) =

1
=  (~x ~ )
1 + exp( ~x ~ )

However, the obje tive fun tion is to minimize L =
P
(y 0  (~x ~ ))2 where y 0 is 1 or 0. To make its loss
i

i

i

fun tion in a form onsistent and omparable to those
in other lassi ers, we need to write it using yi instead
of yi0 where yi = 1 when yi0 = 1 and yi = 1 when
yi0 = 0. The training-set loss is:

L

=
=
=

( Pn
Pin=1 (1
(0
( Pin=1
Pin=1 (1
n
X
i=1

 (~xi ~ ))2 when yi = 1
 (~xi ~ ))2 when yi = 1

 (~yi xi ~ ))2 when yi = 1
xi ~ ))2 when yi = 1
i=1 ( ( yi ~
 (yi ~xi ~ ))2

(1

(9)

Adding an regularization term k ~ k2 yields the loss
fun tion of the regularized NNet:
L =

n
X
i=1

(1

 (yi ~xi ~ ))2 + k ~ k2

(10)

2.8. Naive Bayes (NB)
We restri t our analysis to the most popular multinomial NB lassi er(M Callum & Nigam). It estimates
the posterior probability of test do ument D as a member of ategory using the following formula:

Q
P ( ) pk=1 P (Wk j )n(Wk ;D)
p( jD) =
p(D)

(11)

where P ( ) is the prior probability of the ategory,
P (D) is the probability of D o urring by han e,
P (Wk j ) is the probability of word Wk onditioned on
ategory , and n(D; Wk ) is the ount of word Wk in
do ument D. Taking the logarithm of both sides of
formula 11 yields an alternative s oring fun tion for
ategory with respe t to do ument D:
log P ( jD) =

p
X
k=1

n(Wk ; D) log P (Wk j )

+ log (P ( ))

log (P (D))

(12)

Rewriting formula 12 using xk = n(Wk ; D), k =
P (Wk j ) and k = log k , we have
log P ( jD) =
=

p
X
k=1

p
X
k=1

xk log k + log (P ( ))
xk k + log (P ( ))

= ~x ~ + log (P ( ))

log P (D)

log P (D)

log P (D)

(13)

The rst term shows that NB is a linear lassi er with
respe t to the input ve tor ~x; the se ond term (the
logarithm of the prior probability) varies by ategory,
making ommon ategories more preferable than rare
ategories but is invariant with respe t to ~x; the third
term does not e e t the s oring or ranking of ategories
given ~x and thus an be eliminated from onsideration.
Optimization in NB regards the estimation of the
model parameters based on training data 2 : P^ ( ) =
N and ^ = F k where N is the number of positive
k
N
S
training examples for ategory , F k is the frequen y
of wordPW
k in those positive training examples, and
S = pk=1 F k is the total number of word o urren es in ategory .
We now show how to relate the parameter estimates in
NB to a loss fun tion in the form of L = g1 (yi ~xi ~ ) +
g2 ( ~ ) so that we an ompare NB with other lassiers on the same basis. Let us use ve tor ~xi to represent the ith training do ument whose elements are the
within-do ument term
Pfrequen ies of individual words,
the ve tor sum F~ = xi 2 ~xi to represent the withinategory term frequen ies in ategory , and k to de2

Now we only onsider NB without smoothing for simpli ity. We will onsider NB with Lapla e smoothing next.

note P (Wk j ). We de ne the loss fun tion in the following form:
L =

p
X
k=1

F k log k + S

p
X
k=1

(14)

k

To minimize this loss fun tion, we take the rst-order
partial derivative with respe t to k and set it to zero:
L
1
= F k +S =0
k
k

Clearly, k = FS k is just the solution. This means that
the loss fun tion in formula 14 is the optimal obje tive fun tion NB is using to estimate its parameters
P (WkQ
j )(it is also equivalentPto maximizing the likelihood pk=1 kF k subje t to pk=1 k = 1).
We now rewrite formula 14 as a fun tion of F~ =
(F 1 ; : : : ; F p ) and ~ = ( 1 ; :::; p )T where k = log k .
Sin e k is a word probability, all P
the elements in ~
are positive numbers. This means pk=1 k = k~k1 is
the norm-1 of ve tor ~. Substituting those terms in 14
yields the loss fun tion in the form of
L = F~ ~ + S k~k1

(15)

P

~

~~

Furthermore, from F = ~xi 2 ~xi we have F =
P
~x ~ , and from ~ = log ~ we have ~ = e ~ where
x~i 2 i
~ def

e = (e 1 ; : : : ; e p ). Substituting those terms in 15
yields the loss fun tion in the form of
L

=
=

X

~xi 2

X

yi =1

~xi ~ + S ke

~

k

yi ~xi ~ + S ke

1

~

k

(16)

1

Now we have su essfully de omposed NB's loss fun tion into the form of L = g1 (yi ~xi ~ ) + g2 ( ~ ). Note that
we only dis ussed NB without any smoothing whi h is
known to be important for the e e tiveness of NB. It
is easy to see in the se ond term of formula 16 that
ke ~ k1 would be overly sensitive to estimation errors in
the elements k = log P (Wk j ) if those numbers (negative) have large absolute values, that is, when the word
probabilities are near zero.
We now present the loss fun tion for NB with Lapla e
smoothing whi h is ommon in NB. Here the estimate
Fk
~
of k is k = 1+
p+S . let us use 1 to represent ve tor
(1,1,...,1). Note that the elements in are all negative
numbers be ause = log  and  are probabilities. So
~1 ~ = k ~ k1 . Then we have the loss fun tion for NB
as the following:
L

=

p
X
k=1

(1 + F k ) log k + (p + S )

p
X
k=1

k

Table 1.

The training-set loss fun tions and the regularizers of eight lassi ers

training-set loss: g1 (yi ~xi ~ )
Pn
~2
Pin=1 (1 yi~xi )
( yi ~xi ~ ))
Pin=1 (1log(1+(yexp
xi ~ ))2
i~
Pin=1
~
xi )+
i=1 (1 yi ~
P
~ bN Py = 1 yi ~xi ~
y
~
x
yi =1 i i
N
i
P
~
y
~
x
Pyi =1 i i
y ~x ~
Pyi =1^~xi2R~k (~x) i i x
y ~x
Pyi =1 yi~xi ~
y =1 i i

Classi er
Regularized LLSF
Regularized LR
Regularized 2-layer NNet
SVM
Ro hio
Prototype
kNN
NB without smoothing
NB with Lapla e smoothing
=
=
=

i

(~1 + F~ ) ~ + (p + S )(k~k1 )
X
~
(~1 +
yi ~xi ) ~ + (p + S )ke k1

X yi =1~

yi =1

yi ~xi + (p + S )ke

~

k

1

+ k ~ k1 (17)

Comparing this to formula 16 of NB without smoothing, we an see the orre tion by Lapla e smoothing
in the third term, whi h prevents the oeÆ ients in ~
from being too large. In other words, it prevents the
lassi ation de isions from being overly sensitive to
small hanges in the input.
Also, both formulas 16 and 17 show a unique property of NB lassi ers, that is, the in uen e of term
S in the loss fun tions, whi h auses the amounts of
regularization to vary for di erent ategories. To our
knowledge, this is the rst time that this property is
made expli it in loss-fun tion based analysis. Whether
this is a theoreti al weakness or a desirable property
of NB requires future resear h.

2.9. Comparative Analysis
The loss fun tions of the eight lassi ers are summarized in Table 1. All the regularized lassi ers, ex ept
NB, have their regularizers in the form of the ve tor 2-norm k k2 multiplied to a onstant or a weight
( ategory-spe i ). Among those, regularized LLSF,
NNet and LR have exa tly the same regularizer as that
in SVM, so the di eren es among those methods are
only in their training-set loss fun tions. Prototype and
NB, on the other hand, are exa tly the same in terms
of their training-set loss, but fundamentally di erent
in their regularizer terms.
The urve of the training-set loss on individual training examples is shown for ea h lassi er in Figure 1;
the 0-1 mis lassi ation loss is also shown for omparison. The Y axis represents the loss, and the X axis
is the value of yi ~xi ~ . Examples with yi ~xi ~  0 are
those orre tly ategorized by a lassi er assuming the
lassi ation de isions are obtained by thresholding at

regularizer: g2 ( ~ )
k ~ k2
k ~ k2
k ~ k2
k ~ k2
N k ~ k2
2
N k ~ k2
2
1 ~
k xk2
2

S ke ~ k1
(p + S )ke ~ k1 + k ~ k1

zero; examples with yi ~xi ~ < 0 are those mis lassi ed.
Examples with yi ~xi ~ = 1 are those perfe tly s ored in
the sense that the s ores (~xi ~ ) by the lassi er is in a
total agreement with the true s ores of yi .
From Figure 1, we an see that LLSF gives the highest
penalty to the mis lassi ed examples with a negative
and very large absolute value of yi ~xi ~ while NNet gives
those errors the lowest penalty. In other words, LLSF
tries very hard to orre tly lassify su h outliers (with
relatively small s ores) while NNet does not fo us on
those outliers. As for the orre tly lassi ed examples
with a large positive value of yi ~xi ~ , LLSF is the only
method whi h penalizes them heavily. SVM, NNet and
LR tend to ignore these examples by giving them zero
or near zero penalties. On the other hand, Ro hio,
NB, Prototype and kNN give these examples minus
loss rather than negle ting them.
It should be noti ed that we have two lines for Prototype and NB: a linear fun tion with a non-zero slope
for the positive examples, and the other with a at
slope for the negative examples. This re e ts the fa t
that only the positive training examples of ea h ategory are used to train the ategory-spe i models in
those methods. kNN is similar in this sense ex ept that
its loss fun tions are lo al, depending on the neighborhood of ea h input example; we omit the lines of kNN
in this gure. Ro hio-style, on the other hand, uses
both positive and negative examples to onstru t the
ategory prototype, should have two linear lines (with
non-zero slopes) as its loss fun tions. For onvenien e,
we show a spe i ase of Ro hio-style when parameN
ter b = N
in this gure, i.e., the two lines for positive
and negative examples be ome the same.

3. Empiri al Evaluation
We ondu ted two sets of experiments: one set was
for the global omparison of the eight lassi ers in
text ategorization using a ben hmark olle tion, the
Reuters-21578 orpus ApteMod version(Yang & Liu,
1999) (http: //www-2. s. mu.edu/yiming), and the
other set was for examining the e e tiveness of regu-
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larization in individual lassi ers. For the latter, we
hose LLSF, LR and NNet be ause the regularizer an
be easily implemented as a \plugged-in" term in the
non-regularized versions of those lassi ers, while how
to add a tunable regularization omponent in the other
lassi ers (for example, in SVM) is not obvious.
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Figure 2 shows the results of the eight lassi ers on
the test set of the Reuters orpus. Both ma ro- and
mi ro-averaged F1 are reported, whi h have been the
onventional performan e measures in text ategorization evaluations (Yang & Liu, 1999). All the parameters are tuned using ve fold ross-validation on the
training data. Feature sele tion was applied to do uments as a prepro essing step before the training of
the lassi ers; the 2 riterion was used for feature sele tion in all the lassi ers. For NB, we sele ted the
top 1000 features. For Ro hio-style (implemented using the version in (Lewis et al., 2003)) we used the
top 2000 features and set parameter b = 2. For Prototype we used the top 2000 features. For kNN we
set k = 85 and used the top 2000 features that when
mi ro-avg. F1 was the performan e measure, and the
top 1000 features when ma ro-avg. F1 was the per-

forman e measure. For regularized LLSF, LR, NNet
(2-layer) and SVM, we used all the features without
sele tion. We used ross-validation to tune the lassiation threshold for every ategory (this is probably
the main reason that our SVM results are better than
those reported in (Yang & Liu, 1999; Joa hims, 1998)).
We also used T-test to ompare the ma ro F1 s ores
of regularized LLSF and SVM and found regularized
LLSF was signi antly better.
Figure 3 shows the performan e urves of the regularized LLSF, NNet and LR on a validation set (a heldo subset of the training data), with respe t to the
varying value of  that ontrols the amount of regularization. Clearly, the performan e of those lassi ers depends on the hoi e of the value for : all
the urves peak at some  values larger then zero.
For LLSF and NNet, in parti ular, having regularization (with a properly hosen ) an make a signi ant improvements over the ases of no regularization ( = 0). Based on ma ro-averaged F1 urves, we
hose  = 10 4 for regularized LLSF and  = 10 7 for
regularized NNet and LR for the evaluation of those
methods on the test set. We also heuristi ally tuned
the relative weight between positive examples and negative examples for the three lassi ers: rst, we set
the learning rate of positive examples as 0.1 and the
learning rate of negative examples as 1; se ond, we further dupli ated the positive examples in ea h ategory
so that the number of positive examples and negative
training examples be ame equal.
Figure 4 ompares our results of the regularized LLSF
and regularized NNet with the published results of
LLSF and NNet without regularization on the same
data olle tion(Yang & Liu, 1999). Clearly, our new
results are signi antly better than the previous results of those methods, and the regularization played
an important role in making the di eren e. Note that
in (Yang & Liu, 1999), the LLSF used trun ated SVD
to get the solution and the NNet had 3 layers. Thus,
those s ores are not dire tly omparable, but rather

just indi ative.
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4. Con luding Remarks
In this paper, we presented a loss-fun tion based analysis for eight lassi ations methods that are popular
in text ategorization. Our main resear h ndings are:





Our new derivation shows that NB has the regularizer in a form of (p + S )ke ~ k1 + k ~ k1 , whi h
is radi ally di erent from the k ~ k2 regularizer in
the other lassi ation methods. Whether or not
this would be an explanation for the suboptimal
performan e of NB requires future resear h.
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the best until this study.
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